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- New central strategy office (2022)
- Grows and enhances the CU Anschutz research portfolio
- Maintains close relationships with federal agencies
- Builds collaborations and partnerships
- Cultivates opportunities
- Drives alignments between CU Anschutz and funding agencies
1. **Diversify Funding**
   - Risk mitigation
   - Increased competitiveness
   - Adaptability to shifting priorities

2. **Federal Alignment**
   - Financial stability
   - Addressing stakeholder needs
   - Increased visibility and impact

- Broadening expertise
- Enhanced collaboration opportunities
Diversifying Our Funding Portfolio
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Diversifying Funding

Stagnant Funding

Realigning Strategy

Funding mechanisms

I/C paylines

Award rate by mechanism & I/C

Identify gaps in programs
2022 Success Rates R01 (by I/C)
Diversifying Funding

Stagnant Funding

Realigning Strategy
- Funding mechanisms
- I/C paylines
- Award rate by mechanism & I/C
- Identify gaps in programs

Strategic Initiatives
- Strategy consultations*
- Liaison to socialize research
Diversifying Funding

In partnership with CU Innovations

Health ecosystem
Proposers’ day

Immersive experiences
Strategy consults

Defense Connect Initiative

• Cornerstone consultation & COMBAT collaboration
Monitoring Funding Landscape

Analytics → Capabilities → Programs/Initiatives
Federal Funding Alignment

- AB Nexus
- Teaming events
- Funding ops

CLIMATE HEALTH

- AB Nexus
- Teaming events
- Funding ops

AI & QUANTUM SCIENCES IN HUMAN HEALTH

- AB Nexus
- Teaming events
- Industry partners
- Tech Hub
- Funding ops

TEAM SCIENCE

- AB Nexus
- ASPIRE
  - SOM collaboration
Resources and Communication
Contact Us

Office of Research Development & Strategy
Laura Buccini: Laura.buccini@cuanschutz.edu

Collaborations and Partnerships
Diane Ladell, MPH: diane.ladell@cuanschutz.edu

NIH & DoD Funding and Programs
Jamie Kutner, MPA: jamie.kutner@cuanschutz.edu

ARPA-H Funding and Programs
Erin Calhoun: erin.calhoun@cuanschutz.edu

Research Development & Strategy Website
https://research.cuanschutz.edu/research-development